Character Descriptions

Jenny - The protagonist. Jenny is struggling to come to terms with her bisexuality. She tries to make things work with her friend, Paul, but ultimately realizes that she wants to be with her other friend, Hannah. She is thoughtful and empathetic, and is generally very high-energy, funny, social, and fun-loving, but throughout the script starts to withdraw into herself as a result of her internal turmoil.

Hannah - One of Jenny’s best friends, and also her love interest. Hannah knows and has accepted that she is gay, but has yet to come out. She has had very strong feelings for Jenny since they met, but up until now has refrained from telling her how she feels because she thought Jenny was straight. Hannah is quite cynical and chooses her friendships and relationships very carefully. She commands a room with her confidence and doesn’t really care what others think of her.

Paul - Jenny’s other best friend and her assumed love interest. He has been in love with Jenny for a long time, but hasn’t done anything about it because he doesn’t want to risk ruining their friendship. He is shy, sensitive, and extremely caring -- all around a really great guy. Paul ends up being rejected in the end, and he doesn’t receive much closure as his final scene is when Jenny simultaneously breaks up with him and comes out to him.

Chris - Jenny and Hannah’s friend. He talks Jenny into asking Paul out. Chris and Jenny have known each other since they were kids, and they went to high school together. He is very positive and energetic, but has no idea that Jenny and Hannah have feelings for each other and that neither of them is straight.

Leo/a - Jenny’s classmate. S/he is inadvertently the catalyst of Jenny’s internal struggles that lead to her breaking up with Paul, coming out, and pursuing Hannah instead.